
This document is brought to you through the kind services of

Kevin Wright
krwright@wankel.net

http://www.wankel.net/~krwright

who laboriously scanned, post-processed,  Distilled, and organized the original 1983 (June 1999
printing) Factory Service Manual provided by Rob Windsor, owner/moderator of the Early

Mazda Rotaries (AKA SA22C, neé FB) email list. (Thanks, Rob!)

There are several ways to get around in the document. I have provided Bookmarks to all the
sections and subsections, and the Table of Contents is hot-linked as well. Thumbnails are also

provided in the Thumbnails side bar.

Several of the pages in the original document were of the fold-out variety, but were reduced in
the re-printed copy the scans were taken from. These pages have been re-enlarged into full

sheet and segmented versions, as indicated in the Bookmarks. These pages probably should be
printed out on 11” x 17” paper if available, but are still readable on 8.5” x 11” paper. You could

also print out the segmented versions and attach them together, if so desired (or not.)

I have also included a label for the spine of a binder, for those who wish to print out all 30-odd
pages and keep a dead-tree edition handy. J

The original document is © 1982 Mazda Motor Corporation and remains so.
This version is provided as a service for owners of first generation Mazda RX-7s who are having

a devil of a time locating the factory wiring guide for a reasonable price.

Subscribe to the Early Mazda Rotaries email list:
Send an email with “subscribe” (without the quotes) to list-request@sa22c.org

See http://www.dfw-rx7.com for information on the DFW-RX7 email list.
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